
Maling Road Autoclassico 

Sunday 22nd August 2021 
Maling Road Autoclassico will be held on Sunday 22nd 

August 2021 within the Maling Road shopping precinct with over 200+ 

classic & modern exotics cars on display.  
 
Planning is well advanced to the point where we have secured some great 
cars & clubs, whilst also expanding the event to cover a broader range of 
classic and modern cars from multiple marques across the globe. 
 
The event will continue to focus on displaying classic, historic, and modern 
exotics consistent with the unique characteristics of the event.  

 

The event will be further expanded to include some special and rarely seen 
privately-owned classics including Bugatti, Delage, race cars - F500, Elfin 
400, Gullwing, McLaren and a few surprises! 
 
To create some extra appeal, the event will also celebrate the ‘small car’ by 
featuring some iconic small cars - Speedsters, Fiats, Mini, Citroen CV, 
Porsche 356, VW plus a few unusual cars in a central display.  
 
For added interest we will have a variety of ‘movie cars’, tractors and bikes.  
In the “American’ section will have a select display of unique American Cars 
- all special invites! The event with support of the Italian Auto Icons and their 
sponsors will ensure a comprehensive mix of Italian beauties in a dedicated 
section. 
 

The event has approval from all relevant authorities, including Boroondara Council & DJPR Public Events Team within the 
Victorian Government. 

 

UNIQUE VILLAGE & HISTORICAL SHOPPING PRECINCT 

The entire Maling Road “shopping Village’ will be closed for the event – plus some other key 

display car parks and adjoining roads, which will cater for 200+ vehicles – refer below: 

 

 
 

  



CARS & BIKE DISPLAY 
 

Classic & Modern Exotics cars & bikes will be displayed in their ‘natural state’ in an ‘open-

air’ environment along the entire Maling Road and Theatre Place Shopping Village, unique to 

Maling Road. The village atmosphere, surrounded by historical buildings, cafes and retail 

shops create a truly unique atmosphere, reminiscent of what is achieved in Europe when 

Villages/Towns are used, with great appeal for special car events 

PAST ATTENDANCE 
 

Maling Road Autoclassico attracts a wide demographic to the day, resulting in a great mix 

of car enthusiasts, families, and the public. This is consistent with the purpose and 

characteristics of the event, as its totally free to the public and the car owners. We also 

provide entertainment, radio announcer and pop-up artists & entertainment to add to the 

event.  

 

 

 

 



 
CARS & BIKE DISPLAY 
 

Key car clubs & selected bike clubs have been consulted with this date with all confirming 

their attendance & active committed support for the event to be held on Sunday 22nd August 

2021. Additionally, organisers have secured some incredibly rarely seen cars from some very 

well-known private collectors and key sponsors. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact: 

Peter Barclay 

M: 0417338438 

E: Malingroadautoclassico@gmail.com 


